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Skolt Saami passive verbs1

Miika Lehtinen (Oulu)

Abstract
This paper deals with the Skolt Saami passive verb suffixes -j- and -õõvvâ- (e.g. mott-
j-ed ‘change (intr.)’, rottš-õõvvâ-d ‘be pulled’) cognate with North Saami -o(j)- and 
-uvva- (e.g. dahkk-o-t ‘be done’, muhttaš-uvva-t ‘change (intr.)’) as well as Finnish 
-u- ~ -y- (e.g. käänt-y-ä ‘turn (intr)’). The research material has two complementary 
parts: a dialectal dictionary and a speech corpus. The semantics of the relevant verbs 
in the material is examined. The main distinction is made between intentional passives 
(true passives having a volitional agent) and automative passives (actions that happen 
spontaneously or by accident, anticausatives). The results show that at least the suffix 
-jed and to a lesser extent -õõvvâd are mainly used to mark automative passives, but 
some instances of intentional passives are also found as well as some cases that are 
ambiguous between the two. The suffix -õõvvâd is used in the passive function more 
rarely than the suffix -jed and it has more functions.
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1 Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to describe the meaning and usage of two Skolt 
Saami derivational verb suffixes, -jed and -õõvvâd, in particular as passive 
markers.2 The results show that the derivatives primarily denote automative 
actions (i.e. actions that have no volitional agent), but some examples were 
found in which the verbs were used as true passives.

Skolt Saami is a Uralic language that is spoken by approximately 150–300 
people mainly in the municipality of Inari, Northern Lapland, Finland. Some 
speakers remain in the northwestern parts of Murmansk oblast, Russia. The 
Saami languages historically formed a dialect continuum stretching from 
central Scandinavia to the eastern tip of the Kola peninsula; this situation has 
changed somewhat since the Second World War due to various political and 
cultural factors. The closest related languages to Skolt Saami are Inari Saami 

1 This paper is based on my master’s thesis (in Skolt Saami) at Giellagas institute, 
University of Oulu (Lehtinen 2018). I would like to thank Professor Jussi Ylikoski for his 
invaluable comments on the preliminary drafts. 

2 Strictly speaking, the derivational morphemes are only -j- and -õõvvâ-, respectively, 
-(e)d being the suffix of the infinitive (citation form). I have labeled the suffixes -jed and 
-õõvvâd for practical reasons.



to the west and Kildin Saami to the east, excluding the now-extinct Akkala 
Saami. A more comprehensive overview of the situation and classification of 
the language can be found in Feist (2015: 20–31) or Feist (2010: 17–31), and 
information regarding the criteria for its classification within Saami languages 
in Sammallahti (1998: 29–32).

With regard to its morphology, Skolt Saami can be classified as a fusional 
language, making extensive use of complex stem-internal sound changes in 
addition to suffixes in word inflection and derivation. This often renders the 
segmentation of morphemes difficult. In this article, I have made segmentations 
with the chief aim of readability and understandability.

Skolt Saami has a rich system of word derivation, including several highly 
productive deverbal verb suffixes that have conventionalized labels in the 
linguistic literature, such as the causative (e.g. poorted ‘feed, make eat’ ← 
poorrâd ‘eat’), the diminutive (loǥsted ‘read a little’ ← lookkâd ‘read’), the 
subitive (piijjled ‘put quickly’ ← piijjâd ‘put’), and the inchoative (reäǥškueʹtted 
‘begin to cry’ ← reäkkad ‘cry’). The passive suffixes discussed here belong 
to this category, although their productivity might be considerably lower, e.g. 
kåddjed ‘be killed’ ← kåʹdded ‘kill’, vaajtõõvvâd ‘change (intr.)’ ← vaajted 
‘change (tr.)’

The notion of “passive” is notoriously difficult to define. It can encompass 
quite different concepts from purely downplaying the role of the agent to gene-
ralizing the agent as “anyone” or some undefined group of people (often called 
impersonal passive). The common denominator of all passives is the absence 
or relegation of the agent, at least on the syntactic level. In this study, without 
delving deeper into the finesses of passive and voice phenomena, I follow the 
definition of passive given by Haspelmath (1990: 27) and the nearly identical 
definition by Siewierska (2013).

“A construction is called passive if: 
(i) The active subject corresponds either to a non-obligatory oblique phrase or to 
nothing; and 
(ii) the active direct object (if any) corresponds to the subject of the passive; and 
(iii) the construction is somehow restricted vis-à-vis another unrestricted construc-
tion (the active), e.g. less frequent, functionally specialized, not fully productive.”
(Haspelmath 1990: 27)
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By this definition, the -jed and -õõvvâd derivatives in Skolt Saami neatly fall 
into the category of passive.3

It is also noteworthy that this paper is not about passive in Skolt Saami, in 
general, but specifically about the verbal derivatives in -jed and -õõvvâd. The 
language has an inflectional passive construction in the past tense, involving 
the passive past participle in -um, as in ǩeʹrjj lij lokk-um [book be.3sg read-pst.
ptcp] ‘the book has been read’. This form will be referred to in this paper where 
relevant, but not specifically discussed. Skolt Saami also exhibits a special 
verbal inflectional form that is sometimes called the fourth person that could 
perhaps be termed “non-promotional passive”, since it has active morphology 
but serves to downplay the agent’s role. For more information on the fourth 
person, see Juutinen & Ylikoski (forthcoming). The active 3rd person plural 
can also be used in a similar function. In addition, there are some other verbal 
derivatives that are relevant for the discussion on passive in Skolt Saami, at 
least the derivatives in -sed that are automative passives much like most -jed 
verbs, e.g. rõttsed ‘tear (intr.)’ ← rõõttâd ‘tear (tr.)’, and reflexive derivatives 
in -õõttâd that also have some passive use. However, these semantically relat-
ed topics are not covered in this article, except that the suffix -õõttâd will be 
briefly touched upon. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: In the second chapter, I define 
the terms that I have used and explain the reasons why I have chosen these 
terms. In the third section, I give a brief overview of the previous literature on 
the subject. In the fourth section, I explain the historical connection between 
the two suffixes and, for comparison, briefly discuss the usage of the cognate 
passive suffixes in the related and better studied languages Finnish and North 
Saami. After that, I present my research material (section 5) and results (section 
6). In the last section, I finish with some concluding remarks and thoughts on 
future research topics.

3 Both of these derivational suffixes also have other, clearly non-passive uses, but these 
are not discussed in this paper. Most importantly, a suffix -jed is also used in inchoative verbs, 
which is nevertheless a case of homonymy: the inchoative and passive suffixes have merged 
in Skolt Saami due to the merger /*a/, /*o/ > /a/ in the second syllable and the analogous 
conformation of the connegative form of the inchoative verbs, which would have remained 
the only distinct form in the paradigms of the two derivative types, to the paradigm of the 
passive verbs. For example, cf. SaSk jåttjed ‘set off’, ij jottu ‘does not set off’ (analogous 
form, **ij jåtta expected) and käunnʼjed ‘be found’, ij kaunnu ‘is not found’ vs. SaN johttát, 
gávdnot, and SaI jottáđ, kavnuđ. Skolt Saami also has a third suffix -jed, which is used e.g. 
in denominal verbs and in deverbal momentaneous derivatives, but this is not homonymous 
with the other two, as it is marked by the presence of palatalization in the stem (marked with 
the diacritic ́  ), which is absent in the passive and inchoative verbs, e.g. luõʹddjed ‘split once’ 
← luâddad ‘split many times’, tõʹnnʼjed ‘tin (verb)’ ← tââʹnn ‘tin (noun)’. The suffix -õõvvâd 
is commonly used as a translative (change-of-state) suffix denominally, e.g. vâkkõõvvâd ‘be 
damaged’ ← vââʹǩǩ ‘defect, flaw’; the suffix -jed has no such use.
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2 Terminology
In this study, I mainly operate with two terms: intentional passive and automa-
tive passive. Intentional passive means the most “prototypical” or “canonical” 
type of passive: The difference between active and passive sentences is merely 
syntactic, not semantic. Intentional passive presupposes a human agent. In con-
trast, the rather self-explanatory term automative passive refers to actions that 
take place spontaneously or through the impact of a natural force, for example. 
This distinction has previously been used in Finno-Ugric linguistic research, 
first by Kulonen (1985) and later by Salo (2015), for example. The automative 
passive roughly corresponds to what has been called anticausative in general 
linguistics (see Haspelmath (2016), for example). However, I do not adopt this 
term in the present study since the topic is not causality or noncausality but 
rather different kinds of passive meanings. 

My most important research question is to what extent the -jed and -õõvvâd 
passive verbs can be used in intentional meaning, or is their use restricted to the 
automative passive. Another question that I am interested in is the productivity 
of these derivatives: Can they be freely created or are only the already existing 
(lexicalized) verbs used?

The term middle voice has sometimes been used to denote something similar 
to what I refer to as automative passive. For example, Feist (2015: 119) refers to 
the Skolt Saami -jed verbs as middle verbs. However, there seems to be no agree-
ment on the precise definition of middle voice. In particular, the relationship 
between middle voice and reflexive is often vague. Sometimes these two terms 
are even used almost interchangeably. Shibatani (2006: 232–234) suggests that 
reflexive is a subcategory of middle voice: in reflexive, the agent acts directly 
on itself (as in John hit himself), whereas middle voice refers more loosely to 
a situation in which the action carried out by the agent has some impact on 
the agent itself (in Shibatani’s words: “the action’s effect accrues on the agent 
itself”, as in John cleaned his house). This definition seems to exclude those 
situations that I call automative and Feist (2015: 119) calls middle, such as the 
window broke (by itself). Within the Finno-Ugric field, Kulonen (1985: 292) 
writes that reflexive and automative both belong in the domain of middle voice. 

Kemmer (1993) is a good attempt at precisely defining the semantic rela-
tionship between reflexive and middle (I would like to thank the anonymous 
reviewer for pointing this out). According to Kemmer’s definition, reflexive 
situations are those in which the event is such that agent and patient are 
expected to be different entities and just happen to be coreferential, such as 
hitting, loving, or seeing, whereas middle situations are those in which agent 
and patient refer to the same entity obligatorily or by default, such as shaving, 
moving, or sitting. This semantic difference can be manifested grammatically in 
different ways across languages or not be manifested at all (See Kemmer 1993: 
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24–28; 41–52, for example). According to Kemmer, a prominent subdomain of 
middle semantics is body action middle (including “grooming”, e.g. dressing, 
shaving, and washing; change in body posture, e.g. standing up and sitting 
down; non-translational motion, e.g. twisting and bowing; and translational 
motion, e.g. running, climbing, and going; Kemmer 1993: 53–67). She also 
lists cognition middles (e.g. thinking, believing; p. 19) and emotion middles 
(e.g. being angry, grieving; p. 18) as typical middle-marked situations. Spon-
taneous events and passive middle are treated as peripheral extensions of the 
aforementioned cases (pp. 142–149). 

If Kemmer’s definition is to be followed, Skolt Saami -jed and -õõvvâd verbs 
can hardly be called middle verbs, or at best a marginal case of them: they are 
most often in the semantic domain of spontaneous events, which according to 
Kemmer is secondary for middles, and never in the most prototypical middle 
domain of body actions. Moreover, Kemmer sees volitional agent acting on 
itself as a typical feature for middles, but this is never the case with Skolt Saami 
-jed or -õõvvâd verbs. Therefore, using the distinction automative passive vs. 
intentional passive best serves the purpose of this article: the shared property 
of the verbs that I am studying is passiveness, that is, the subject being af-
fected by the event denoted by the verb; the question is only whether there is 
a volitional agent behind that event. Using a distinction between passive and 
middle, or between passive and anticausative, or whatever else, would obscure 
this point. In addition, the notions automative passive and intentional passive 
are already in use in the literature in connection with cognate verbs in other 
Finno-Ugric languages.

Of course, the meaning of the derivatives cannot be examined fully in isola-
tion from the meaning of the lexical stems. Automative passives are naturally 
most often derived from verbs that denote an action that can happen by itself 
or otherwise without a human agent (like moving or changing state or posi-
tion), but there are also passive verbs that, because of their basic semantics, 
demand a human agent, but still are in most cases more naturally analyzed as 
automatives than intentionals (although I myself have previously classified 
most of these verbs as intentional (Lehtinen 2018), but later on, I came to the 
conclusion that they are not intentional in the sense that I am looking for here). 
In these verbs, the agent can be semantically classified as experiencer and is, 
therefore, not acting volitionally. Such verbs include most passives derived 
from verbs of perception (e.g. kollʼjed ‘be audible’ ← kuullâd ‘hear’, tåbddjed 
‘feel (intr.)’ ← tobddâd ‘sense, feel (tr.)’) and some other verbs that do not 
necessarily require conscious action (e.g. kuâđđjed ‘stay, be left’ ← kueʹđđed 
‘leave’, käunnʼjed ‘be found, turn up’ ← kaunnâd ‘find’). 

As a result, the distinction between automative and intentional passives is 
not always clear-cut. In each case, it must be assessed whether the sentence in 
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question demands a volitional human agent or not. Sometimes a sentence can be 
ambiguous between these interpretations. To give one example, the following 
sentence can be interpreted in two ways:

(1)  Tõʹst  ât  mõõn-im  mâŋŋa   di 
 there pcle go- pst.1pl later  and 
 Njeäʹllm-a  mõõn-im.
 Njeäʹllem-ill go-pst.1pl
 Täʹvver   tok-i   kuâđđ-j-e.4

 belongings.pl there-emph leave-pass-pst.3pl
 ‘After that, we went to Njeäʹllem. Our belongings stayed there.’ 
 (automative)
 ‘— Our belongings were left there (by us).’ (intentional)
 (17461_1d 0:06:04)

In the glosses, I always gloss the morpheme -j- (-i- or -u- in some paradigm 
forms) with pass, using passive here as a common term for both intentional 
and automative passives, just as I call the -jed and -õõvvâd verbs passive verbs 
in this article.

In this study, I am most interested in clear cases of intentional passives, 
as these seem to be rare in Skolt Saami. Clear cases include the sentences in 
which the lexical stem of the passive verb denotes an action that cannot pos-
sibly happen by itself or be done involuntarily, or in which the context makes 
automative interpretation impossible.

3 Previous literature on Skolt Saami passive suffixes
To my knowledge, no study with the main focus on Skolt Saami -jed or -õõvvâd 
derivatives has been conducted before. Some remarks on -jed verbs, mainly 
with regard to their past participle, are included in the studies of Korhonen 
(1974: 92–93) and Bartens (1978: 79). One of the rare studies in English on 
Skolt Saami is Feist (2010 and 2015). In his Grammar of Skolt Saami, Feist 
(2015: 119) calls -jed verbs middle verbs, without explaining what he means by 
middle. The explanation is included in his doctoral thesis (Feist 2010: 296–297), 
which served as a basis for the 2015 grammar, but judging by the fact that this 
explanation was left out of the later version, this discussion on middle voice 
must have been regarded as problematic. Feist explains the difference between 
active and middle thus:

4 Throughout this paper, the Skolt Saami standard orthography is used in the examples. 
The orthography is quite phonematic. For those interested, the correspondence between the 
Skolt Saami graphemes and IPA is found in Feist (2015: 38).
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“A middle construction is one which ‘expresses a semantically transitive 
situation in terms of a process undergone by a PATIENT, rather than as an 
action carried out by an AGENT’ (Payne 1997: 216). – – A passive treats 
a situation as an action carried out by an agent, but the role of the agent is 
downplayed, while a middle construction treats the situation as a process 
and ignores the role of the agent. Middle constructions are therefore valence 
decreasing operations, since they ignore the agent of a transitive situation. 
Middle constructions are marked morphologically in Skolt Saami, through 
the addition of the affix j to the verbal stem.”
(Feist 2010: 296)

Feist cites Payne’s definition, which seems to have a rather different focus than 
those discussed above. For one thing, Payne’s and Feist’s definitions seem to 
exclude or at least marginalize the “body action” event type that is regarded as 
prototypically middle by Kemmer and possibly Shibatani (see section 2 hereina-
bove), for example. If the term middle voice is to have some use, it is best to be 
restricted to the body action and related domains. There is a connection between 
body actions and spontaneous events, as shown by the fact that, in languages 
like French and German, both are expressed with the same construction, like 
French il se lave ‘he washes (himself)’ and le verre se brise ‘the glass shatters’. 
In these languages, it could well be said that spontaneous events are marked 
with middle morphology. In such cases, the historical semantic development 
of the morpheme in question (in French se) is likely to have been reflexive > 
middle > spontaneous event. In Skolt Saami, however, the case is nothing of 
the sort. Therefore, once again, using the term automative passive instead of 
middle is both clearer and more accurate.

The cognate derivatives of some other Saami languages are better studied. 
A rather detailed account of the usage and meaning of the North Saami passive 
verbs is given in grammars, most recently Nordsamisk grammatikk (Nickel 
& Sammallahti 2011: 563–576), although no examples from actual language 
usage are provided. Nickel and Sammallahti also use the terms automative 
passive and intentional passive. The North Saami cognate of the suffix -jed is 
treated briefly in Korhonen (1981: 333), which presents a nowadays outdated 
explanation of the historical development of this suffix. Korhonen does not 
mention the suffix -õõvvâd (-uvvât in the North Saami orthography that he uses) 
in its passive meaning, only its denominal use as a translative (change-of-state) 
suffix (Korhonen 1981: 333). 

Older studies on Saami passives include Schlachter (1953, 1954, and 1957) 
and Ruong (1943). Schlachter’s papers are treatises of passive. Unfortunately, 
they are very difficult to follow due to an almost complete lack of examples. 
Ruong’s doctoral thesis is an overview of Saami (mostly Pite Saami) verbal 
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derivation in general, also covering passive verbs briefly (the cognates of Skolt 
Saami -jed verbs are dealt with on pp. 113–116 and the cognates of -õõvvâd 
verbs pp. 274–278). 

4 Comparison with other Uralic languages

4.1 History
Historically, both -jed and -õõvvâd go back to the same Uralic derivational 
suffix, which in Proto-Uralic has been reconstructed to have been *-w-. The 
original condition for this split in Saami was purely phonological: after a 
stressed vowel, the Proto-Finno-Saamic *-v- was retained, but after an un-
stressed vowel, the preceding vowel was labialized, after which the original 
labial consonant became palatal through dissimilation (roughly *-ev- > *-ov- > 
*-oj-). (Sammallahti 1999: 72).

In Skolt Saami, the labial vowel has been lowered to a and subsequent-
ly deleted through syncope in most paradigm forms, leaving only -j-. This 
process has led to the current radical dissimilarity between two suffixes that 
originally were just phonological variants of the same suffix. The Proto Saami 
labial vowel is still reflected in the connegative form of -jed verbs because the 
historically contracted second syllable vowel u has retained its labiality in (the 
southern dialects of) Skolt Saami: son kuâđđa-i(-Ø) [3sg leave-pass(-3sg)] ‘(s)
he stays’ vs. son ij kuõđđ-u [3sg neg.3sg leave-pass.conneg] ‘(s)he does not 
stay’ (kuâđđjed ‘stay, be left’). 

Kulonen (2010: 256–257) makes the interesting suggestion that the Pro-
to-Uralic *-w- has three reflexes in Saami: *-o- in addition to *-oj- and *-v-. 
The suffix *-o- is used, for example, to derive translative verbs from adjectives. 
In Skolt Saami, the infinitive ending of such verbs is -ad, e.g. läškkad ‘become 
lazy’ ← läʹšǩǩ ‘lazy’, veâhssad ‘become strong’ ← viõhss ‘strong’. This would 
explain why the suffix -jed is never used as a translative ending, whereas 
-õõvvâd has the translative use as an important function. Kulonen does not 
elaborate on why this split has happened in Saami. Kuokkala (2020: 204) has 
recently proposed that it is not a split in Saami that is in question but rather a 
merger in Finnic. According to his explanation, the Saami second syllable *o 
(Skolt Saami a ~ Ø ~ u) reflects the Proto-Uralic *-w-, which was vocalized in 
Proto-Saami, whereas the sequence *-oj- (Skolt Saami -j- ~ -aj ~ -u) goes back 
to a Proto-Uralic suffix *-p-, which was weakened to *-w- in Proto-Saami after 
the vocalization of the original *-w- and then underwent the series of changes 
described in the beginning of this section. In Finnic, the Proto-Uralic suffixes 
*-w- and *-p- would have merged. However, in the present paper, I hold to 
the traditional view that Skolt Saami -jed and -õõvvâd reflect the suffix *-w-.

In addition to Saami, the Proto-Uralic *-w- has reflexes in Finnic, Mord-
vinic, Mansi, and Hungarian, and presumably also in Samoyedic (Salo 2015: 
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34, Kuokkala 2020: 191). In the next subsections, the cognate suffixes in two 
of these branches are discussed to give some background for my analysis as 
well as to provide two points of comparison for the use and meaning of the 
Skolt Saami *-w- verbs.

4.2 *-w- in Finnish
The reflex of Proto-Uralic *-w- in Finnish is -u- ~ -y- (in Finnic linguistics often 
represented as -U-), which is used both deverbally (as passive) and denominally 
(as translative), e.g. kuulua ‘be heard, be audible’ ← kuulla ‘hear’, kuivua ‘dry 
(intr.)’ ← kuiva ‘dry (adj.)’. Ulla-Maija Kulonen (1985) has written on the 
semantics of the Finnish suffix in quite a similar way to what I intend to do in 
this paper for the Skolt Saami suffixes. Her results show that the Finnish -U-, 
in its deverbal function, is most often used as automative passive, for example 
juontua ‘derive from’ ← juontaa ‘derive; (orig.) drag’, uurtua ‘get grooves’ ← 
uurtaa ‘groove’, but the derivatives can also be reflexives (e.g. poistua ‘leave, 
depart’ ← poistaa ‘remove’) or intentional passives (pistyä (dial.) ‘be stung’ 
← pistää ‘sting’) (Kulonen 1985: 302–303).5 Kulonen also states (1985: 303) 
that some verbs can be used both as automatives and intentional passives if 
the semantics of the root verb allows for an agentive. However, the automative 
sense is primary, as seen in the fact that the -U- derivative cannot be used if 
the situation is “emphatically agentive” (Kulonen 1985: 304) and it cannot 
be formed at all from unambiguously agentive verbs, such as maksaa ‘pay’, 
nuolla ‘lick’ (p. 307). 

It seems that there are similarities between the semantics and usage of the 
Finnish -U- and the Skolt Saami -jed and -õõvvâd, but some differences are 
found too, as will be seen. 

Other more comprehensive studies on the Finnish derivative suffix -U- in-
clude Kulonen (2010) and Räisänen (1983). 

4.3 *-w- in North Saami
North Saami has several different passive suffixes, having different semantical 
connotations. The best known of these are -(oj)uvvot, -ot and -hallat. Skolt 
Saami -jed is the cognate of North Saami -ot (:-oj-); the other two do not have 
a Skolt Saami counterpart.6 Schlachter (1953) calls these three passives the v-
type, j-type, and t-type, respectively, ranking them from the most “subjective” 
t-type, meaning that it brings the most semantic change in addition to pure 
passive transformation, to the most “neutral” v-type. 

5 Kulonen does not use the term intentional passive but simply passive. I have employed 
this term for the sake of clarity because I regard automatives as a kind of passives.

6 The double suffix -jõõvvâd is attested in Skolt Saami, but its meaning is the same as 
that of -jed and, therefore, I have counted the former as a variant of the latter. 
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This classification still holds today: Nickel and Sammallahti (2011: 563–573) 
classify -hallat verbs as adversative passives (something is done in disad-
vantage of the subject), -(oj)uvvot verbs as intentional passives and -ot verbs 
as having three different usages depending on the context and the root verb: 
automative, intentional, and adversative passive. This indicates that -ot verbs 
really are in the middle of the two extremes regarding the “neutrality” of the 
passive, but also that this suffix has a wider semantic range than the other two. 
The suffix -uvvat is only mentioned in the automative passive section in Nickel 
and Sammallahti’s grammar (p. 567), suggesting that its use is narrower than 
that of -ot, which means that the usages of the originally allophonic suffixes 
-ot and -uvvat have partially diverged. 

The suffix -(oj)uvvot is pleonastic, consisting of two (in the case of the shorter 
variant -uvvot) or three times the same Proto-Finno-Saamic suffix *-v-. Its use 
is quite near to the “prototypical” passive described in the section 1.1., except 
that impersonal passives can also be formed from intransitive verbs. Nickel and 
Sammallahti (2011: 564) state that -ot passives can be used in the same way 
“especially when it is not possible to confuse intentional passive verbs with 
automative passive verbs.” Therefore, dahkat ‘do’ → dahkkot, dahkkojuvvot 
‘be done’ but doadjit ‘break (tr.)’ → doddjot ‘break (intr.)’ vs. doddjojuvvot ‘be 
broken’. This sounds similar to the Finnish -U- in that the primary meaning of 
the suffix is automative, but differs in that, unlike in Finnish, the North Saami 
-ot can also be used as intentional passive with undoubtedly agentive verbs. I 
am interested in whether the Skolt Saami -jed is more like its Finnish or North 
Saami cognate in this respect, and whether the suffix -õõvvâd has the same or 
different semantics compared to -jed.  

5 Research material
My main research material consisted of two complementary parts: a scholarly 
dictionary and a corpus of spoken language.

The dictionary of Skolt and Kola Lappish by T. I. Itkonen (Koltan- ja kuolan-
lapin sanakirja, henceforth KKS, 1958) is the most comprehensive dictionary of 
Skolt Saami to this day. The Skolt Saami parts are written in the Uralic Phonetic 
Alphabet, and translations are given in Finnish and German. The dictionary 
contains information of dialectal differences within Skolt Saami as well as ma-
terial from the Akkala, Kildin, and Ter Saami languages. Frequently, example 
sentences are also provided. The dictionary was published in two volumes, the 
first of which contains the whole alphabet, while the second volume presents 
some additions and corrections to the first, lists of first names, last names, and 
place names as well as indexes in Finnish, German, and North Saami.

The reliability and precision of the material is heterogeneous. Most of the 
dictionary is collected by Itkonen personally and is highly accurate, but the 
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author has also included material from previously published books and dic-
tionaries and unpublished manuscripts, which may be transcribed somewhat 
inaccurately or be of dubious origin, e.g. probably from Sea Saami of the 
Varanger area (a dialect of North Saami), not Skolt Saami. The westernmost 
varieties of Skolt Saami have long been in contact with Sea Saami, which has 
blurred the language boundary between them. This is why it is not straightfor-
ward to tell if a given text represents Skolt Saami or Sea Saami, especially if 
the transcription is not very precise. See Juutinen (2019) for more information 
on the Sea Saami – Skolt Saami border dialects. 

Itkonen’s dictionary is freely available online as a PDF file, allowing for 
digital searches, which aided in finding the relevant verbs, although the OCR 
software has naturally not been able to read the phonetic script consistently, let 
alone correctly. The dictionary is ordered etymologically, thereby making it easy 
to find the root verb for the passive derivative. I searched all the verbs marked 
as passives, all the verbs ending with -jed (-jeᴅ in Itkonen’s UPA transcription), 
and all the verbs ending with -õõvvâd (-ɒ̀̑vvɒᴅ). The OCR rendering of the latter 
was quite incoherent but searching with all the possibilities that I could come 
up with probably yielded nearly all instances of this verb type. I collected the 
derivative, its Finnish translation as given by Itkonen, the root verb with its 
translation, all example sentences for the passive verb with translations, and 
the information on which dialects and languages the words were attested in.

A problem with KKS as a source material is the scarcity of example sentences 
for the verbs I studied. With no context, and often with the only translation for 
the passive verb being “(pass.)” (referring to being passive of the root verb), it 
is difficult to study the semantics of a verb. This, combined with the fact that 
Itkonen has often misinterpreted the passive past participle of the root verb 
as the past participle of the (perhaps nonexistent) passive verb, suggests that 
many passive verbs recorded in KKS might not actually be used at all. See 
section 6.2. below for more discussion.

The purpose of the speech corpus is to make up for this deficiency: to provide 
a context by which to assess the semantics of the verbs in question, particu-
larly regarding their position on the automative–intentional-axis. The Skolt 
Saami documentation corpus (Koltansaamen dokumentaatiokorpus) contains 
about 19 hours of spoken language with varying degrees of annotation. Some 
of the recordings only have the Skolt Saami transcription, with no linguistic 
metadata. Therefore, I had to rely on regex searches on the transcriptions to 
make maximum use of the material. The searching was complicated by the 
extreme allomorphy of the Skolt Saami word stems and shortness of the shared 
material in the different forms of the -jed verbs (mostly only -j- and not even 
that in some paradigm forms), but since the corpus is not that large, it was 
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nevertheless possible to make searches to find practically all relevant verbs 
with relatively little effort. 

All of the recordings in the speech corpus are originally from the Tape 
Archive of the Finnish Language (Suomen kielen nauhoitearkisto, SKNA) at 
the Institute for the Languages of Finland. I have marked the source of the 
examples as follows: e.g. 0631_1a 0:22:36, the first part being the archive code 
of the recording in SKNA and the second part being the beginning position of 
the example in the recording. 

In addition to the spoken language corpus, I have used supplementary mate-
rial that was collected from other sources. This material includes passive verbs 
from the folklore publications Vuõʹlǧǧe jååʹtted ooudâs (VJO) and Kåʹllmuõrâž 
(KM) as well as some recordings from SKNA that are not included in the Skolt 
Saami documentation corpus. However, this material does not systematically 
contain all instances of passive verbs in these sources. Therefore, it has not 
been included in the quantitative analyses.

The material in the speech corpus is recorded from the mid-20th century 
onwards, the newest recordings being from the year 2007, whereas the mate-
rial for KKS was mostly collected before the Second World War, starting in 
the 1910s, and the earliest written sources used in the dictionary date back to 
the late 19th century. Between these two time periods, the Skolt Saami were 
resettled from their original homeland in the Pechenga region in the Soviet 
Union to the Sevettijärvi and Nellim areas in Finnish Lapland. This resettlement 
marked the beginning of a huge cultural shift for the Skolt Saami community, 
including the change of their second language from Russian to Finnish: The 
Russian influence on Skolt Saami language essentially stopped, while extensive 
Finnish influence began. This means that the two parts of the research material 
represent two different eras in the history of the Skolt Saami language.

6 Results

6.1 Automative passives
In the dictionary, 46 primarily automative verbs were found, 37 of which with 
the suffix -jed and 9 with the suffix -õõvvâd, e.g. morddjed ‘break (intr.)’ ← 
muʹrdded ‘break (tr.)’, ǩeässjed ‘be dragged’ ← ǩieʹssed ‘drag’, vaajtõõvvâd 
‘change (intr.)’ ← vaajted ‘change (tr.)’. A full list of these verbs is provided 
in Appendix A. A few of these verbs were also given an intentional passive 
translation, but it seems obvious that the automative sense is primary and the 
intentional passive is likely a result of misinterpretation (see section 6.2. below). 
The root verbs share the semantic trait that is frequent among automatives, 
namely that they denote moving, changing of shape, or other physical action 
that does not necessarily require a human agent, except for the verb läʹpped 
‘lose’ (→ läppjed ‘get lost’), which for other obvious reasons is not agentive, 
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and the verbs of perception like kuullâd ‘hear’ (→ kollʼjed ‘be audible). A 
few example sentences are also given in the dictionary, some of which are 
presented below, glossed, and with Itkonen’s Finnish translation as well as my 
translation into English.

(2) Hääʹmm  mott-j-i.
 shape  alter-pass-pst.3sg
 ‘Hahmo muuttui.’ 
 ‘The shape changed.’
 mottjed ‘change (intr.)’ ← muʹtted ‘alter’
 (268:9.2)7

(3) Vacc   nuâllʼ-j-i.
 mitten  unwind-pass-pst.3sg
 ‘Kinnas purkautui.’ 
 ‘The mitten became frayed.’
 nuâllʼjed ‘become frayed (of cloth)’ ← nuõllâd ‘unwind, unfurl’  
 (288:3.2)

(4) Jeäʹl   viggât   zuõŋkkâr,  tõt 
 neg.imp.2sg sneer.conneg mirror.acc it
 tårmma-i(-Ø).
 spoil-pass(-3sg)
 ‘Älä irvistä peiliin, se menee pilalle.’ 
 ‘Do not sneer at the mirror, it will become spoiled’
 tårmmjed ‘become spoiled’ ← tårmmad ‘spoil’  (608:3.3)

(5) Vuõnnjâmkuuʹsǩ   lie   tâpp-j-am, 
 ice.raft.pl  be.3pl  block-pass-pst.ptcp
 čääʹcc   lij   piõrdst-am.
 water  be.3sg  rise-pst.ptcp
 ‘Jäätelit ovat ruuhkautuneet, vesi on noussut.’ 
 ‘Ice rafts are jammed, the water has risen.’
 tâppjed ‘get jammed, block up’ ← tõppâd ‘block, shut’ (582:4.3)

7 The references to KKS are denoted as follows: A:B.C. A: the page where the dictionary 
entry begins, B: the entry on that page that the sentence in question is found in (as count-
ed by the black circles that mark the beginning of an entry) and C: the subentry, which is 
marked with an indentation to the left, that the sentence is found in within the main entry 
(note that some entries extend to several pages, and so the subentry in question might be 
on a different page).
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(6) venna   rott-š-õõv-i
 awry  pull-š-pass-pst.3sg
 ‘kiskoutui vinoon’ 
 ‘(it) was pulled awry’
 rottšõõvvâd ‘be pulled’ ← roʹttjed ‘pull’ (452:2.2)

The š in the last example is not a part of the derivational morpheme nor the word 
stem. All in all, the suffix -õõvvâd tends not to be attached directly to the word 
stem, but instead with a preceding consonant or consonant cluster, e.g. š, l, st, 
t. This consonant must be regarded as a derivational morpheme of its own, but 
its semantic motivation is not always clear. Technically, the derivation could 
have happened in two phases, such as roʹttjed → *rottšed → rottšõõvvâd (6), 
but in many cases the intermediary form, serving as the immediate root word 
for the -õõvvâd derivative, is not attested, as is indeed the case with this verb. 
The tendency of this suffix to be affixed to the root stem with an intervening 
consonant has been noted before in other Saami languages, e.g. by Korhonen 
(1981: 341) and Ruong (1943: 271). Ruong states that the suffix -uvvât is at-
tached mostly to “trisyllabic verbs that are derivatives themselves”, which I 
take to mean roughly the same that I have noted hereinabove. 

However, the suffix -šõõvvâd does have a quite clear automative function, so 
-š- could perhaps be analyzed as an automative morpheme. The exactly matching 
suffix -ašuvvat in North Saami is presented as automative passive in Nickel & 
Sammallahti (2011: 567). Five of the nine automative verbs in -õõvvâd in KKS 
have the combined suffix -šõõvvâd (see the end of Appendix A). 

The verbs found in the dictionary are presumably conventionalized and some 
of them have developed slightly divergent or specialized meanings compared 
to their root verb, e.g. tuârrjed ‘wrinkle (e.g. of leather near fire)’ ← tuõrrâd 
‘pleat, make folds’. However, these shifts in meaning are minor, and the mean-
ing of the -jed or -(š)õõvvâd derivative of the root verb X can be reasonably 
accurately described as ‘X happening by itself to the subject’.

In addition to these straightforward automative passives, there is also an 
interesting class of -jed verbs that come near to automative passive but differ in 
that the root verb is intransitive, so they cannot be regarded as proper passives. 
The meaning of these verbs in relation to the root verb X is something along 
the lines of ‘the subject being somehow (negatively) affected by the action X.’ 
Examples found in KKS are: väʒʒjed ‘wear out (of shoes)’ ← väʹʒʒed ‘walk’, 
pottjed ‘run out of’ ← puuttâd ‘run out, come to an end’ and cuäkkjed ‘get 
stuck due to receding water (of boat)’ ← cuäkkad ‘ebb’. Some other verbs 
of this class were found in the spoken corpus and the folklore publications: 
pårggjed ‘be covered by whirling snow’ ← porggâd ‘snow heavily’, kuâlddjed 
‘be covered in snow’ ← kuâlddad ‘snow’, âccjed ‘get caught up by rising tide’ 
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← ââʹcced ‘rise (of tide)’. This type of derivatives must be quite old because 
cognate or similar verbs are also found in North Saami. These verbs naturally 
have a conventionalized meaning that cannot be straightforwardly deduced 
from the meaning of the root verb plus the passive suffix. The following is an 
example of the use of the verb pottjed.

(7) Pott-j-em  luõđ-in
 run.out-pass-pst.1sg bullet-pl.loc
 ‘Luotini loppuivat.’ 
 ‘I ran out of bullets.’ (412:10.3)

In the speech corpus, 169 instances of passive -jed verbs were found, represen-
ting 27 distinct verb lexemes. Most of these instances are clearly automative 
or at least open for the automative interpretation. The vast majority of all the 
occurrences are covered by the five most frequent verbs (131/169) given in Table 
1 with their respective frequencies. Ten more passive -jed verbs were found 
in the supplementary material. A full list of the jed-verbs in these materials is 
provided in Appendix B.

verb gloss root verb gloss frequency
kuâđđjed stay, remain, be left kueʹđđed leave (tr.) 73
kollʼjed be audible kuullâd hear 22
kåddjed fall, die, get killed kåʹdded kill 18
käunnʼjed be found, turn up kaunnâd find 9
läppjed get lost läʹpped lose 9

Table 1. Frequency of the five most frequent -jed passive verbs in the speech 
corpus

As seen in Table 1, by far the most frequent verb is kuâđđjed ‘stay, remain, 
be left’, which has reflexive use in addition to passive. About 20 of the 73 oc-
currences are reflexives, in which the subject intentionally stays somewhere. It 
is noteworthy that, in North and Inari Saami, the cognate verbs (SaN guđđot, 
SaI kuođđuđ) are mostly reserved for intentional passive use, whereas the auto-
mative and reflexive meanings are covered by the verb SaN báhcit, SaI pääcciđ 
‘stay’. The cognate pääʹcced in Skolt Saami is also used both synonymously 
with and as frequently as kuâđđjed. The motivation for the emergence of the 
verb kuâđđjed as automative-reflexive in Skolt Saami in spite of the already-
existing synonym pääʹcced is unclear. One possibility is the Russian passive 
verb ostatsja, ostavatsja ‘stay’ serving as a model.
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In most cases, the non-reflexive kuâđđjed is unambiguously automative. 
However, as mentioned in section 2 hereinabove, some of the occurrences (num-
bering ten or so) could also be analyzed as intentional passives, as the situation 
has an agent who volitionally leaves something or someone somewhere, but 
according to my judgment, none of these sentences emphasizes the agent’s role 
in leaving the patient. Instead, the focus seems to be on the patient’s remaining 
or staying, making the interpretation more like automative. (8) below is an 
example of the clearly automative use of kuâđđjed, and (9) presents another 
example (in addition to (1) above) of a sentence that is ambiguous between 
the automative and intentional passive readings.

(8)  Moošt-am, nu′tt leä-i   ku′mpp  
 remember-1sg so be-pst.3sg wolf 
  poorrâ-m  tõ-id,  ko  õhtt  jeärǥa-ž
 eat-pst.ptcp it-pl.acc as one reindeer.bull-dim
 da  aaldu-ž   kuâđđ-j-e.
 and female.reindeer-dim leave-pass-pst.3pl
 ‘I remember [that] wolves had eaten them (reindeer) so that [only]  
 one little bull and one cow remained.’ (3320_2a 0:25:54)

(9) Ton  siõmž-en  leʹjj-iǩ,   koʹǯǯ-iǩ  
 you little.one-ess be-pst.2sg pee-pst.2sg
 tueʹllj   de  ečč-ad   vuõʹlj-i.
 reindeer.hide.acc then father-2sg leave-pst.3sg
 Kuâđđ-j-im   muäna  kuâhttast.
 leave-pass-pst.1pl 1du between.the.two
 ‘[When] you were little, you peed on a reindeer hide, and your father  
 left. We were left alone (by him).’ (intentional passive)

 ‘— Just the two of us remained.’ (automative passive)
 (11722_1bz 0:18:04)

For an example of the sort of unambiguously intentional passive use of this 
verb that was absent from my Skolt Saami material, see the following example 
of the use of SaN guđđot in a modern news text.

(10) Mearráduss-ii guđđ-oj-e  guokte  
 decision-ill leave-pass-pst.3pl two.acc 
 sierra-oaivil-a.
 separate-opinion-gen
 ‘Two dissenting opinions were filed (“left”) to the decision.’
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Another verb that has the potential for intentional passive interpretation is 
kåddjed ‘die, fall, get killed’. The verb seems to denote sudden death, often 
falling in battle or a similar situation, but perhaps also dying in an accident or 
the like, in which case the death is often partly a result of the subject’s negli-
gence. The latter resembles the adversative passive mentioned in section 4.2. 
Most of the examples found in my material have some kind of an agentive at 
the underlying level, making these passives possibly intentional, but again as 
was the case with kuâđđjed hereinabove, the focus seems to be on the patent’s 
dying, not being killed, which makes them not fully intentional in the sense that 
I have defined in section 2: there is a semantic change in addition to syntactic 
in the passive transformation. The following examples illustrate the use of the 
verb kåddjed, with (11) being the most intentional and (13) being the most 
automative. (12) can be interpreted as adversative passive. 

(11) Mäŋgg   Eʹmmel   huâđđ   lij  
 many  God.gen creature  be.3sg
 kådd-j-am  õõut-in   luõđ-in.
 kill-pass-pst.ptcp one-com bullet-com
 ‘Many a creature of God has been killed with a single bullet.’ (inten- 
 tional passive)
 ‘Many a creature of God has died with a single bullet.’ (automative 
 passive)  (9835_1a 0:28:29)

(12) Vuäǯǯ-veʹted   jiijj   kådd-j-ed,  mutta  
 be.allowed-2pl  oneself.pl kill-pass-inf but 
 tõk  jiâ   ǥõõl   kåʹdde-d,  mutta
 they neg.3pl  must.conneg kill-inf  but
  puʹhtte-d  âʹlǧǧ-e   jieʹllmen.
 bring-inf must-3pl living
 ‘You can get killed yourselves, but they must not be killed; they must  
 be brought alive.’ (11308_1a 0:15:44)

(13) Mõõn-i  ǩiččâ-d,  što  mäʹhtt   tõk
 go-pst.3sg look-inf  conj how  they
 šõʹdd-e   tok. Måttam   kådd-j-am
 end.up.pst-3pl there some.pl  kill-pass-pst.ptcp
  liâ,  måttam  liikk-ee,  måttm-id  nääuʹd 
 be.3pl some.pl move-3pl some-pl.acc beast.pl
  juʹn   påʹrr-e.
 already  eat-3pl
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 ‘He went [down] to look in what condition they ended up there (after  
 falling off a cliff). Some are dead, some are moving, and beasts are  
 already eating some of them.’ (VJO 18)

In the example (11), it is remarkable that the paradigm form in question is the 
past participle, for which there exists an unambiguously intentional passive 
alternative, namely, the passive past participle of the root verb. Therefore, the 
same idea could be expressed with the sentence Mäŋgg Eʹmmel huâđđ lij kodd-
um [kill-pass.pst.ptcp] õõutin luõđin ‘Many a creature of God has been killed 
with a single bullet’. The motivation for the choice of kåddjam over koddum 
might be exactly that the speaker wants to emphasize the dying rather than 
the killing itself, taking into account the automative nature of the suffix -jed. 

The verbs kollʼjed ‘be audible’, käunnʼjed ‘be found, turn up’ and läppjed 
‘get lost’ are more straightforwardly automative than the two verbs discussed 
above. Other automative verbs, attested in the material one to five times, were 
e.g. muärrjed ‘break (intr.)’ ← muårrâd ‘break (tr.)’, mottjed ‘change (intr.)’ 
← muʹtted ‘alter, change (tr.)’, juätkkjed ‘continue (intr.)’ ← juäʹtǩǩed ‘con-
tinue (tr.)’, ǩeässjed ‘be dragged’ ← ǩieʹssed ‘drag’, rännʼjed ‘be wounded’ 
← raannâd ‘wound’, nårrjed ‘accumulate’ ← noorrâd ‘gather’, kuâddjed ‘be 
washed, be carried (by flood, river)’ ← kueʹdded ‘carry’. Some examples are 
given below.

(14) Eʹpet  auttneeʹǩǩ  puäʹtt-e.  Ceäʹlǩǩ-e:  Ij   
 again car.driver.pl come-3pl say-3pl  neg.3sg
 puäʹđ  ouddâl  ko õhttmlo   ääiʹj.
 come.conneg before than eleven.gen time.gen
  Muärr-j-am   leä-i. 
 break-pass-pst.ptcp be-pst.3sg
 ‘The drivers come and say: “[The car] won’t come before eleven  
 o’clock.” It had broken down.’
 muärrjed ‘break (intr.)’ ← muårrâd ‘break (tr.)’ 
 (12744_1a 0:14:06)

(15) Nuʹt  jiânnai   škaapp   ool  leä-i  
 so much  cupboard.gen on be-3sg
 njeäʹšš   nårr-j-am. 
 dirt  gather-pass-pst.ptcp
 ‘So much dirt had accumulated on the cupboard.’
 nårrjed ‘accumulate’ ← noorrâd ‘gather’ (12744_1a 0:05:58)
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(16) Veeʹrd   vuâlas   võõnâs  kuâdd-j-i  
 stream.gen downward boat carry-pass-pst.3sg
 kuõšk  njeäškk-a.
 rapids.gen top.of.the.rapids-ill
 ‘The boat was carried downstream to the top of the rapids.’
 kuâddjed ‘wash, be carried (by flood, river)’ ← kueʹdded ‘carry’
 (631_1a 0:11:11)

Most of these automative verbs are lexicalized and are, therefore, not produc-
tively derived. The fact that the majority of all occurrences in the material are 
covered by a few of the most frequent verbs suggests that the -jed derivatives 
are all in all not very productive. Nevertheless, at least one example was found 
in the speech corpus that could be an instance of productive derivation: the verb 
ǩeâttjed ‘cook (intr.)’ is not found in dictionaries, and the hesitation marker 
dõõn before the verb in the example below might suggest that the speaker is 
indeed creating the verb spontaneously. 

(17) Õđđm-id   ǩiʹtt-e,   siõmmna  ääiʹj  
 bone.marrow-pl.acc cook.pst-3pl a.little  time.gen
 tuõld-st-õʹtt-e   čääʹʒʒe-st  nuʹt,  što  võrr  
 boil-dim-caus-pst.pl3 water-loc so that blood 
 iʹlla   kuddnalla  dõõn ...   ǩeâtt-j-am. 
 be.neg.3sg properly  pcle  cook-pass-pst.ptcp
 ‘They cooked the bone marrow; they boiled it a little in water so that  
 the blood has not [yet] wholly um… cooked.’
 ǩeâttjed ‘cook (intr)’ ←ǩeʹtted ‘cook (tr.)’
 (12896_1a 0:16:15)

As for the verbs in -õõvvâd, they were rather scarce in the material. In the speech 
corpus, only seven distinct deverbal derivatives were found, none of them more 
than four times, and the supplementary material contained five more verbs. 
Even of these few verbs, five are not proper passives at all. Three of them are 
so-called desiderative verbs, denoting the desire or need to do something (Nickel 
& Sammallahti 2011: 594): vuäʹđstõõvvâd ‘become sleepy’ ← vueʹđđed ‘sleep’, 
juǥstõõvvâd ‘become thirsty’ ← juukkâd ‘drink’ and porstõõvvâd ‘become 
hungry’ ← poorrâd ‘eat’. The desiderative verbs are formally derived from a 
diminutive derivative of the root verb (the ending is -stõõvvâd, -st- being the 
verb diminutive suffix), but semantically the desideratives have no obvious 
diminutive connotation. The last two verbs in this group are koškklõõvvâd 
‘become thirsty’ ← koškkâd ‘dry (intr.)’ (synonymous with juǥstõõvvâd but 
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formed with a different logic) and tõpplõõvvâd ‘suffocate (intr.), drown (intr.)’ 
← tõppâd ‘shut, block’.

Two examples from the speech corpus are given below: (18) presents a 
desiderative verb (in fact, a further inchoative derivative of one) and (19) a 
highly lexicalized verb that may have originated as automative passive but 
nowadays has a specialized meaning. 

(18) Oi  Riʹmjj-kääʹlles,  muäna  por-st-õv-škuõʹđ-im.
 oh fox-old.man 1du eat-dim-pass-inch-pst.1pl
 ‘Oh, Mr. Fox, we got hungry.’
 porstõõvvâd ‘become hungry, get appetite’ (← porsted ‘eat a little’)  
 ← poorrâd ‘eat’ (VJO 28)

(19) Kuõšk   lueʹštte-d  vuõʹlj-i.  Ǩeâuŋŋs-est  
 rapids.acc go.down-inf leave-pst.3sg waterfall-loc
 teâudd-j-i  ja  hiâvvn-i,  tõpp-l-õõv-i.
 fill-pass-pst.3sg and drown-pst.3sg shut-sub-pass-pst.3pl
 ‘He went to shoot the rapids. [His boat] filled [with water] in the  
 waterfall and he drowned, suffocated.’
 tõpplõõvvâd ‘suffocate (intr.), drown (intr.)’ (← tõppled ‘shut quickly’)  
 ← tõppâd ‘shut, block’  (631_1a 0:01:22)

The phenomenon of -õõvvâd verbs acquiring meanings not deducible from the 
meanings of the individual parts is also seen in KKS: of the 36 deverbal -õõvvâd 
verbs found therein, 15 had lexicalized meanings that cannot be analyzed as 
passives of the root verbs. Most of these meanings can be analyzed as translative 
or inchoative, resembling the meaning of the denominal -õõvvâd derivatives 
(see footnote 3 in section 1). A list of these 15 verbs is provided in Appendix C. 

Of the remaining seven -õõvvâd verbs in the speech corpus and the supple-
mentary material, five can be classified as automative passives. Four of them 
have the combined suffix -šõõvvâd, whose automative function was discussed 
above: vuõǯǯšõõvvâd ‘be available’ ← vuäǯǯad ‘get’, sirddšõõvvâd ‘move 
(intr.)’ ← seʹrdded ‘move (tr.)’, kattšõõvvâd ‘be covered’ ← käʹtted ‘cover’ 
and muõkkšõõvvâd ‘suffer’ ← mueʹǩǩeed ‘trouble, plague, torment’. The only 
automative verb with the pure suffix -õõvvâd was muʹtstõõvvâd ‘change (intr.)’ 
← muʹtsted ‘change a little (tr.)’, and even this verb was attested in a somewhat 
peculiar context (see the example 20 below), hardly being a typical instance of 
the straightforward automative passive meaning assigned to the verb in KKS 
(Finnish ‘muuttua’ = ‘change (intr.)’). (21) is an example of the automative 
passive verb vuõǯǯšõõvvâd ‘be available’, found four times in the material.
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(20) Källs-až  vaaʹld-i,  muʹt-st-õõv-i,   ceälkk 
 old.man-dim take-pst.3sg alter-dim-pass-pst.3sg say.3sg
 što  “Mõõn   väʹstt  jiijj-ad   jieʹllem-sâjj-a.”
 conj go.imp.2sg back oneself.gen-2sg living-place-ill
 ‘The old man changed [his mind (?)] and said (to the fish): “Go back  
 to your dwelling place.”‘
 muʹtstõõvvâd ‘change (intr.)’ ← muʹtsted ‘change a little (tr.)’
 (00634_2az 0:33:03)

(21) Nåkam  kaʹlli ja  ǩeäʹđǧǧ-pääiʹǩ leʹjj-e,   mutta 
 such rock.pl and stone-place.pl be-pst.3pl but
 nåkam  pääika   vaʹllj-ee,  koʹ-st
 such place.dim.acc choose-pst.3pl which-loc
 lâuʹŋŋ   vuõǯǯ-š-ââvv(-Ø).
 turf  get-š-pass(-3sg)
 ‘There were [mostly] rocks and stony places, but they chose a place   
 in which turf is available.’
 vuõǯǯšõõvvâd ‘be available’ ← vuäǯǯad ‘get’
 (12987_1a 0:30:40)

Of the final two -õõvvâd verbs found in the speech corpus and the supplementary 
material, one is going to be dealt with in the coming subsection (see example 
(33) and the discussion thereafter), and the other is a morphologically irregu-
lar formation not found in dictionaries: ǩeäččlõõvvâd ‘be seen, be visible (?)’ 
(ǩiõččlõõvvâd expected) ← ǩiõččâd ‘look’ in the sentence peivva nuuʹbbnalla 
ǩeäčč-l-âʹvv-e [in.the.daytime differently look-sub-pass-3pl] (KM 103). The 
meaning is perhaps ‘in the daylight they look different’ or ‘in the daylight they 
are better visible’. As I was not sure of the meaning, I left this verb outside 
of my analysis. 

 Due to the paucity of examples, making conclusions regarding the use 
and semantics of the suffix -õõvvâd is difficult, except perhaps that the suffix 
is rarely used. That is surprising because the derivation would be morpho-
logically straightforward, yet only one verb (muʹtstõõvvâd) was found in the 
entire material in which the suffix was used in its supposedly primary function, 
deriving a passive verb from a historically trisyllabic verb stem, and even that 
in a non-typical context.

6.2 Intentional passives
Some potentially intentional passives have already been discussed in section 
6.1.: such that are ambiguous between automative and intentional passive in-
terpretations or that place their focus on the action’s effect on the subject, not 
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the action itself or the agent’s role in performing the action. In this section, 
I am looking for intentional passives with the strictest possible definition: 
those that differ from the corresponding active construction solely in terms of 
argument structure, not meaning. 

At first sight, KKS gives an impression of there being a large number of 
intentional passive verbs in -jed. 115 such verbs were found in the dictionary, 
e.g. kuärrjed ‘be sewed’ ←kuärrad ‘sew’, jokkjed ‘be drunk (of liquid)’ ← 
juukkâd ‘drink’, čeâkkjed ‘be buried’ ← čiõkkâd ‘bury’. However, on closer 
scrutiny, it turns out that many of these verbs are probably nonexistent and 
have ended up in the dictionary as a result of misanalysis. Firstly, most of these 
verbs have no other translation than “(pass.)”, and no example sentences are 
given, so their usage remains unclear. Secondly, and more importantly, when 
an example sentence is given, it usually shows the passive past participle of 
the root verb instead of any paradigm form of the actual passive derivative, 
e.g. čõnn-um [tie-pass.pst.ptcp] from čõõnnâd ‘tie’ instead of čânnʼ-j-am 
[tie-pass-pst.ptcp] from the supposed čânnʼjed ‘be tied’. Very few example 
sentences with a clear intentional passive usage of a -jed verb are found in the 
dictionary, which is quite telling. 

When compiling the dictionary, Itkonen must have been aware that there are 
two distinct past participle forms (one in -um and the other in -jam), since both 
forms are found in his example sentences, but he has not explained it, perhaps 
assuming these forms to be synonymous. Erkki Itkonen (1939: 366–367) 
explicitly analyzes the -um form as a perfect participle of the passive verb in 
-jed, ignoring (and perhaps unaware of) the existence of the perfect participle 
in -jam. The difference between the two forms in Skolt Saami, absent in the 
neighboring Saami languages to the West, has since been noted e.g. by Korhonen 
(1974: 92–93) and Bartens (1978: 79). The passive past participle is nowadays 
understood to be a part of the verb conjugation paradigm in Skolt Saami, and 
thus it can theoretically also be formed from -jed verbs themselves, but as 
passives are obviously most often formed from transitive verbs, forms such as 
?kådd-j-um [kill-pass-pass.pst.ptcp] are not likely to occur in actual language. 
An example of a misplaced example sentence is given in (22).

(22) Čååuʹd  leʹjj-e   njuõvv-um.
 skin.pl   be-pst.3pl skin-pass.pst.ptcp
 ‘nahat oli nyljetty’
 ‘the hides had been skinned’ 
 njuõvvâd ‘skin’, not njuâvvjed ‘be skinned’ (310:7.3)

Taking these caveats into account, and discarding two example sentences of 
dubious origin, we are left with a single verb in the dictionary with a demon-
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strably intentional passive meaning: kåččjed ~ kåččjõõvvâd ‘be called’ ← 
kåččad ‘call’. 8 An example sentence is given in (23).

(23) Evvan   kåčč-j-am.
 Ivan  call-pass-1sg
 ‘Nimeni on Iivana.’
 ‘My name is Ivan.’ 
 kåččjed ‘be called ← kåččad ‘call’ (151:11.3)

To me, this sounds odd because introducing oneself is nowadays, at least in 
Finland, done in Skolt Saami with the exact same construction as in English 
and Finnish: Muu nõmm lij Evvan [1sg.gen name be.3sg Ivan]. However, it 
seems that the verb kåččjed was used at least in the Njuõʹttjäuʹrr dialect at the 
time Itkonen collected his material. The construction is probably influenced 
by Russian, but at least it is not a direct calque from Russian menja zovut 
Ivan, since that would yield muu kåčč-a Evvan [1sg.acc call-3pl Ivan]; this 
would be even expected because the 3rd person is frequently used in Skolt 
Saami in this sort of impersonal or generic meaning. It can also be noted that 
the nominative in the word Evvan is unexpected; normally, the third argument 
of the verb kåččad is in the essive, as can also be seen in Itkonen’s example 
sentences: muu kåčč-a Meekk-ž-en [1sg.acc call-3pl Michael-dim-ess] ‘they 
call me little Michael’ (KKS 151:11.1). Therefore, the expected form of (23) 
would be Evvnen kåččjam [Ivan.ess call.pass.1sg]. Perhaps the nominative is 
due to Russian influence. However, this has no bearing on the passive status of 
the construction in question: in the pair muu kåčč-a [1sg.acc call-3pl] ‘(they) 
call me’ vs. kåčč-j-am [call-pass-1sg] ‘I am called’, it is clear that the direct 
object of the former is promoted to subject in the latter.

The verb kåččjed ~ kåččjõõvvâd is given two more example sentences in 
KKS, but these should be regarded with caution, as they come from a now-
inaccessible unpublished manuscript by G. Sandberg whose language, judging 
by Itkonen’s examples taken from it and also stated by himself (KKS XXVII:9), 
is mixed with the Varanger Sea Saami dialect of North Saami. Only one story 
from this material was published and is found in Qvigstad & Sandberg (1888: 

8 The discarded examples are: 1) an example sentence without even a dictionary form 
of the verb, which Itkonen hypothesizes to be passive: jeä lähk toahppjemist (pass?) nigost 
‘eivät ole siepattavissa mistään’ (‘they are not to be caught anywhere’, KKS 600:3.2), in 
which the verb is probably tuõʹppjed, momentaneous derivative of tuäppad ‘pick’, hence 
not a passive verb at all, contrary to Itkonenʹs guess, and 2) riččod ‘open (pass.)’, with the 
example sentence dai aljin galgai čoavje riččod [those.gen boy.pl.loc have.to.pst.3sg 
stomach open.pass.inf] ‘Those boys’ stomach had to be opened’ (KKS 443:4.2), in which the 
presence of the labial o and absence of j before the infinitive marker -d in the form riččod 
is peculiar; this feature is present in North Saami, but nowhere is it found in Skolt Saami.
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12–14). Nevertheless, one of the two examples is particularly interesting in 
having an explicit agent in the locative.9 See (24) below.

(24) päʹhtt mii  saaʹm-in  kåčč-j-ââvv(-Ø)
 cliff that Saami-pl.loc call-pass-pass(-3sg)
 Äʹǩǩ-päʹhtte-n
 old.woman-cliff-ess
 ‘pahta, jota lappalaiset nimittävät Akanpahdaksi’ 
 ‘a cliff called Äʹǩǩpäʹhtt (old woman’s cliff) by the Saami’ (151:11.3)
 kåččjõõvvâd (double passive) ‘be called’ ← kåččad ‘call’

This example is probably influenced by North Saami, in which locative agents 
are found, but unlike some examples taken from the same manuscript, it lacks 
North Saami phonological and morphological traits, as far as can be determined 
on the basis of the somewhat imprecise notation. Most notably, the illabial vowel 
of the last syllable (go̜čjavva) points to Skolt Saami kåččjââvv, not North Saami 
gohččojuvvo. This implies that the -jed verbs, or at least the double passive 
verbs in -jõõvvâd, have been used as intentional passives to some extent even 
with agents at least in the Njauddâm and perhaps Paččjokk dialects, which are 
geographically closest to North Saami. 

Regarding explicit agents, two more cases should be noted in this connection. 
(25) was found in KKS and does not contain verbs in -jed or -õõvvâd, but a 
reflexive verb in -õõttâd. The meaning combined with the causative suffix -t-, 
however, is passive. See also example (33) below and the subsequent discussion. 
(26) was found in the folklore publication Kåʹllmuõrâž. The verb pårrjed ‘be 
eaten’ is often used in the phrase mään pårra-i [moon eat-pass] ‘lunar eclipse 
occurs’, literally “the moon is eaten”, but here the use is different. 

(25) kääʹcǩ-t-õʹtt-em   pieʹnne-st
 bite-caus-refl-pst.1sg  dog-loc
 ‘koira puri minua’
 ‘I was bitten by a dog’ (95:3.3)

(26) Riiʹss-ivuiʹm  väästâʹtt-e  nååid   pirr,   
 twig-pl.com flail-3pl  shaman.gen around 
 muđoi  čuõʹšǩǩ-e  pårr-j-e.
 otherwise mosquito-ill eat-pass-3pl
 ‘They flail with twigs around the shaman lest they be eaten by mos- 
 quitoes.’  (KM 68)

9 The final example sentence of this verb is gočjavvad juǥolmi ‘saada kutsu juominkiin’ 
(‘be invited to a feast’), in which the transcription is particularly imprecise.
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Both of these are adversative passives (see section 4.2.), which are not abundant 
in Skolt Saami. It is interesting that (25) has the agent in locative like (24), but 
in (26) the agent is in the illative case. North Saami has an exact parallel to the 
latter construction, e.g. áldu borr-u-i guvži-i [female.reindeer eat-pass-pst.3sg 
bear-ill] ‘the reindeer cow got eaten by a bear’ (Nickel & Sammallahti 2011: 
566). However, Kåʹllmuõrâž is a publication translated from Russian into Skolt 
Saami by a native speaker of Skolt Saami from Russia, so North Saami influence 
hardly comes into question. Nor is the construction in any way motivated by 
the Russian original text (SSIL 1990: 63). It seems that the adversative passive 
construction Vpass + Nill well known in North Saami also exists in Skolt Saami, 
although this has not been documented before. 

With the -õõvvâd verbs confusion between the two past participles is less 
likely than with -jed verbs. At least no example sentence with a passive past 
participle of the root verb purportedly representing the -õõvvâd derivative is 
given in the dictionary. Still, few example sentences are given at all, which 
leaves room for doubt concerning the actual usage of these verbs. All in all, I 
analyzed eight deverbal -õõvvâd verbs in the dictionary as intentional passives. 
These are: suõʹppjõõvvâd ‘be thrown’ ← suõʹppjed ‘throw’, sääkktõõvvâd 
‘be fined’ ← sääkkted ‘fine’, vaʹlljõõvvâd ‘be chosen’ ← vaʹlljeed ‘choose’, 
kaaupšõõvvâd ‘be sold’ ← kaaupšed ‘sell’, kåʒstõõvvâd ‘be hooked’ ← kåʒsted 
‘hook’, vuõlǥtõõvvâd ‘be sent’ ← vuõlǥted ‘send’, čâlmmõõvvâd ‘be looked at 
with an evil eye’ ← čâlmmeed ‘look with an evil eye’ and väältõõvvâd ‘have 
some liquid poured on oneself’ ← väällad ‘pour’. Example sentences were 
presented only for two verbs, given below as (27) and (28).

(27) heävaš   čaaʹʒʒ-in  vääl-t-õõv-i
 horse  water-com pour-caus-pass-pst.3sg
 ‘hevosta valeltiin vedellä’
 ‘water was poured on the horse’, lit. ‘the horse was “poured-on” with  
 water’
 väältõõvvâd ‘have something poured on oneself’ (← väälted ‘make  
 pour’) ← väällad ‘pour’ (715:7.4)

(28) šiil  čâlmm-ââvv(-Ø)
 prey look.with.an.evil.eye-pass(-3sg)
 ‘saalis silmäytyy’
 ‘the catch is looked at with an evil eye’
 čâlmmõõvvâd ‘be looked at with an evil eye’ ← čâlmmeed ‘look with  
 an evil eye’ (642:5.5)
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Regarding (27), the root verb for the verb väältõõvvâd, väällad ‘pour’, can 
have two argument structures, one of which codes the poured liquid as the 
object and the other the item the liquid is poured on, e.g. mon vall-um čääʹʒʒ 
heäppaž ool [1sg pour-pst.1sg water.acc horse.gen upon] or mon vall-um 
heäppaž čaaʹʒʒ-in [1sg pour-pst.1sg horse.acc water-com] ‘I poured water 
on the horse’. The sentence (27) is a direct passive transformation of the 
latter. The only glitch is that the passive verb is not derived directly from the 
root verb (which would yield vällʼjed) but from a seemingly semantically 
unmotivated causative derivative in -t-. Perhaps the suffix -õõvvâd is seen as 
more (intentional) passive than -jed, so the morpheme -t- is inserted solely 
to accommodate the verb stem for the passive suffix -õõvvâd, but this is pure 
speculation. Another possible explanation is interference with the adversative 
passives in -tõõttâd (see examples (25) and (33)).

Example (28) is a morphologically and semantically impeccable passive. 
However, the context is in the traditional hunting livelihood and belief system, 
so the exact semantics is hard to know for the modern reader. 

In KKS, in addition to eight intentional passives, nine automative passives 
and 15 verbs with a specialized meaning, three verbs were found in which the 
suffix -õõvvâd had zero meaning: måvvlõõvvâd ‘go bad (of meat)’ ← måvvad 
id., lekkstõõvvâd ‘succeed’ ← lekksted id., jâtkklõõvvâd ‘sprain’ ← jâtkkled id. 
One verb was left outside of the analysis because the semantics was not clear: 
tuejjõõvvâd ‘work, pass.’ (perhaps impersonal passive?) ← tuejjeed ‘work’.

In the speech corpus and the supplementary material, some interesting cases 
of possible intentional passives in -jed were found. These are given below as 
examples (29) through (32) and discussed each in turn. 

(29) Tõk  nuõr-ab  oummu,   kook  jiâ 
 those young-comp person.pl who.pl neg.3pl
 veâl sääldt-en  väldd-j-ama... 
 yet  soldier-ess take-pass-pst.ptcp
 ‘Those younger men that were not yet accepted to the military… (lit.  
 taken as soldiers)’
 välddjed ‘be taken’ ← väʹldded ‘take’ (VJO 85)

The verb välddjed was attested three times, two of which in the same connec-
tion, referring to young men being or not being accepted to the military. The 
intentional passive usage seems quite clear and the verb might even be pro-
ductively derived. The verb is found in KKS, but only as a passive of väʹldded 
‘take’, so it does not necessarily mean that the verb was actually attested (see 
the beginning of this section).
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(30) Na  tät   určst-eʹči,    tok
 well this.one  set.off.running-cond.3sg  there
 určst-eʹči   de sõrgg
 set.off.running-cond.3sg  and soon
 âstta-i(-Ø). 
 catch.up-pass(-3sg)
 ‘[If] he set off running, he would soon be caught up.’
 âsttjed ‘be caught up’ ← õsttâd ‘catch up’ (11308_1bz 0:17:32)

The verb âsttjed is not found in KKS. As välddjed above, it is an interesting 
case of a quite clearly intentional passive, since the root verb denotes an action 
that cannot possibly happen by itself or be done involuntarily. 

(31) Näʹde  mâŋŋa  dâân  suõn-id   pâʹnn-e, 
 well after pcle sinew-pl.acc twine-3pl
 ǩiõldd-u   jiâ   de  mâʹnn-e  
 refuse-pass.conneg neg.3pl  so go-3pl 
 tok  niõđ  põʹrtt-e.
 there girl.gen  house-ill
 ‘Well, after that, they (a suitor’s spokesmen) “twine sinew threads”,  
 [and if] they are not refused, they go into the girl’s home.’10

 ǩeâlddjed ‘be refused’ ← ǩieʹldded ‘refuse’
 (11723_1a 0:13:01)

The verb ǩeâlddjed is found in modern dictionaries precisely in the meaning 
‘strike out, make a marriage proposal that is not accepted’. The verb thus seems 
to be lexicalized in this meaning. KKS gives the meaning ‘refuse, decline’, but 
examples of this usage were not found in the speech corpus. 

(32) Totta  mee′-st   teä′ǧǧ   mõõn-i,
 truly 1pl-loc  money  go-pst.3sg
 juõ′ǩǩkõʹžž-e oudd-j-e,  mij
 everybody-ill give-pass-3pl 1pl
  ko   kuhttu  lee-i′m   ǩee′rjteʹmes.
 because  both be-pst.1pl illiterate
 ‘We did lose money, it was given to everybody, because we were both  
 illiterate.’
 ouddjed ‘be given’ ← uʹvdded ‘give’ (3320_2a 0:18:34)

10 “Twining sinew threads” is a phrase used of the action of the spokespersons in the 
traditional marriage proposal ceremony.
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In this sentence, there is strictly speaking an incongruence between the verb 
ouddje in the plural and the subject teäʹǧǧ in the singular. However, this is not 
an issue, as the noun teäʹǧǧ ‘money’ can be used both in the singular and in the 
plural in the same meaning, so the second clause can be analyzed as an ellipsis: 
[tieʹǧǧ] juõʹǩǩkõʹžže ouddje [[money.pl] everybody.ill give.pass.3pl]. The verb 
ouddjed is found in KKS as the passive of uʹvdded ‘give’, in the same way as 
välddjed in (29) above. In this sentence, the verb could also be productively 
derived, as the usage seems not to be conventionalized. 

Intentional passives in -õõvvâd were not found in the speech corpus, except 
one that is likely misheard (33).

(33) Jiõm   tuõst   väʹʒʒe-d.  Uʹčteeʹl 
 neg.1sg  dare.conneg walk-inf teacher
 lij   leämmaž.  Reäŋg-t-õõv-am
 be.3sg  be.pst.ptcp yell-caus-pass-1sg
  [reäŋg-t-õõđ-am?], što mâiʹd  ton  jååđ-ak
 [yell-caus-refl-1sg] conj what 2sg go-2sg
 tääiʹben.
 here
 ‘I don’t dare to walk. It was the teacher. I am yelled at: “Why are you  
 wandering about here?” ’
 reäŋgtõõvvâd or reäŋgtõõttâd ‘be yelled at’ (← reäŋgted ‘make yell’)  
 ← reäŋggad ‘yell’ (17463_1ez 0:07:22)

The annotation reads reäŋgtõõvam, but I think it is more likely that the verb 
is a reflexive in -õõttâd (reäŋgtõõđam in the form in question). The recording 
is a little unclear and the acoustic difference between [v] and [δ] is not that 
large. Furthermore, the verb reäŋgtõõttâd is unambiguously used elsewhere 
in the same recording. However, the verb is still an interesting example of 
an adversative passive in -tõõttâd, which is a combination of causative and 
reflexive morphemes (cf. kääʹcǩtõõttâd ‘get bitten’ in example 25). The literal 
meaning of these two verbs could, therefore, be described as ‘make oneself 
bitten/yelled at’.

Finally, an additional type of passive can be named as a curiosity. The im-
personal passives in -jõõvvâd are only used by a single speaker in my material, 
and they sound odd to me. Based on my research material, it is impossible to say 
whether this is an idiolectic or a dialectal phenomenon, or perhaps something 
even more widespread. Three such verbs were attested: särnnʼjõõvvâd ‘be said’ 
← särnnad ‘say’, vuäinnʼjõõvvâd ‘be seen’ ← vueiʹnned ‘see’ and ǩiččjõõvvâd 
‘be regarded’ ← ǩiččâd ‘look, regard’. The latter also exhibits morphological 
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irregularity: ǩeäččjõõvvâd is expected. This suggests that ǩiččjõõvvâd proba-
bly is an analogical formation. An example of särnnʼjõõvvâd is given in (34).

(34)  Särnnʼ-j-ââvv(-Ø) nu′t  što  mä′htt  ât, 
 say-pass-pass(-3sg) so conj how pcle
 vue′rbesvuõtt  lij   määŋgnalla.
 orphanhood be.3sg  in.many.ways
 ‘It is said that, um, there are many kinds of orphanhood.’
 särnnʼjõõvvâd ‘be said’ ← särnnad ‘say’ (3320_2a 0:10:32)

To sum up the discussion on intentional passives so far: KKS contains a 
large number of -jed verbs that seem to be intentional passives, but many of 
these are probably not found in the actual language. Only one verb, kåččjed ~ 
kåččjõõvvâd ‘be called’ (23), could be verified by an example sentence. The 
speech corpus and the supplementary material contained four verbs in -jed that 
could reasonably well be analyzed as primarily intentional passives: välddjed 
‘be taken’ (29), âsttjed ‘be caught up’ (30), ǩeâlddjed ‘be refused’ (31) and 
ouddjed ‘be given’ (32). As regards -õõvvâd verbs, they were overall found 
sparsely in both materials. The speech corpus and the supplementary material 
did not contain any clear examples of intentional passives in -õõvvâd. In KKS, 
eight such verbs were found, two of which were given example sentences: 
väältõõvvâd ‘have some liquid poured on oneself’ (27) and čâlmmõõvvâd ‘be 
looked at with an evil eye’ (28). 

7 Conclusion
In this paper, I have explored the meaning and usage of two passive verb 
suffixes in Skolt Saami, -jed and -õõvvâd, which are historically connected. 
Firstly, the discrepancy between the usage of these two suffixes should be 
noted: despite being originally phonological variants of the same suffix, their 
usage has diverged, and it seems that -jed is used more in the passive function 
than -õõvvâd. In fact, the suffix -õõvvâd is used more often denominally than 
deverbally both in KKS and in the speech corpus, whereas -jed has very little 
denominal use (for a possible explanation for this, see section 4.1.). In addition, 
an intervening consonant tends to be affixed between the suffix -õõvvâd and 
the word stem (see example (6) and the subsequent discussion), which is quite 
different from the expected behavior, in which the suffix -õõvvâd is affixed 
directly to a historically trisyllabic verb stem, as in vaajted ‘change (tr.)’ → 
vaajtõõvvâd ‘change (intr.)’. The latter “prototypical” verbs were found some 
in KKS (both automative and intentional passives, but little example sentenc-
es) and hardly any in the speech corpus. Most deverbal -õõvvâd verbs in the 
research material are formed with a combined suffix with a consonant before 
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-õõvvâd, such as the automative passives in -šõõvvâd, or have some specialized 
meaning not characterizable as the passive transformation of the root verb (see 
examples (18–21) and the relevant discussion), or both.11

Regarding -jed verbs, the automative passive function seems to be the most 
prominent one, as expected. Most root verbs denote changing physical form, 
state, or location. The automative function of the suffix -jed seems not to be 
very productive, although at least the verb ǩeâttjed ‘cook (intr.)’ (17) could be 
productively derived. Some verbs, most notably kuâđđjed ‘stay, be left’ (1, 8, 
9) and kåddjed ‘die, fall, get killed’ (11–13), can be used as both automative 
and intentional passive, but in the latter function mostly when the focus is on 
the effect of the agent’s action on the subject, not on the action itself, which 
can be seen as metaphorical automaticity. This suggests that -jed cannot be 
used to derive intentional passive verbs as freely as North Saami -ot, although 
perhaps more freely than the Finnish -U- derivatives (see sections 4.2. and 
4.3.). However, a few verbs were found in the material that come close to ac-
tual intentional passives, some of which might even be productively derived, 
at least ouddjed ‘be given’ (32) and välddjed ‘be taken’ (29). 

The quest for defining the actual intentional passive usage and limitations 
of the suffixes -jed and -õõvvâd is left for future research. My dictionary- and 
corpus-based research hints at the existence of such usage, but it seems not to 
be very common. As no large Skolt Saami corpora are available, further in-
vestigation of this matter would probably require field work. Some additional 
examples would undoubtedly be found in the existing audio recordings and 
finding them will hopefully be facilitated in the coming years as more of the 
recordings are annotated and the annotation becomes more structured.

Abbreviations
1du  first person dual
1pl  first person plural
1sg  first person singular
2pl  second person plural
2sg  second person singular
3pl  third person plural
3sg  third person singular
acc  accusative case
caus  causative
com  comitative case
comp  comparative

11 In the modern written language, -õõvvâd verbs are perhaps becoming more abundant 
as (automative) passives due to the influence of Finnish -U- derivatives. E.g. vuâđđõõvvâd 
‘be grounded in’ ← vuâđđeed ‘base, establish’, valmštõõvvâd ‘be completed; graduate’ ← 
valmšted ‘produce’, cf. Finnish perustua, valmistua.
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cond  conditional mood
conj  conjunction
conneg  connegative form (used with the negative auxiliary)
dim  diminutive
dial.  dialectal, not known in standard language
emph  emphatic clitic 
ess  essive case
gen  genitive case
ill  illative case
imp  imperative mood
inch  inchoative
inf  infinitive
intr.  intransitive
loc  locative case
neg  negative auxiliary
pass  passive (in particular, the Skolt Saami morphemes -j- and  
  -õõvvâ- and their allomorphs)
pcle  particle
pl  plural
pst  past tense
ptcp  participle
refl  reflexive
SaI  Inari Saami
SaN  North Saami
SaSk  Skolt Saami
sub  subitive
tr.  transitive
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Appendix
Appendix A: Automative verbs in KKS

automative 
verb

gloss root verb gloss

juâkkjõõvvâd divide (intr.) jueʹǩǩed divide (tr.)
kâkkjed chafe (intr.) kââʹǩǩed chafe (tr.)
kollʼjed be audible, be heard kuullâd hear
kuâddjed be carried; be washed kueʹdded carry
kuâđđjed stay, remain, be left kueʹđđed leave (tr.)
kuärddjed scorch (intr.), become 

charred
kuäʹrdded scorch (tr.)

kåddjed fall, die, get killed kåʹdded kill
käunnʼjed be found, turn up kaunnâd find
ǩeâškkjed tear (intr.), be torn ǩeâškkad tear
ǩeässjed be dragged ǩieʹssed drag
läppjed get lost läʹpped lose
morddjed crack (intr.) muʹrdded crack (tr.)
mottjed change (intr.) muʹtted change (tr.), 

alter
muärrjed break (intr.), get 

broken
muårrâd break (tr.)

nuâllʼjed be unwound; become 
frayed

nuõllâd unwind

nårrjed accumulate noorrâd gather
peäđđjed become blunt pieʹđđed blunt
pålsttjõõvvâd felt (intr.) polsttâd felt (tr.)
päšttjed bake (intr.), cook 

(intr.)
päʹštted roast, bake

reäpččjed be squeezed reäpččad squeeze, crush
rännʼjed be wounded raannâd wound
rätkkjed separate (intr.) räʹtǩǩed separate (tr.)
seâllʼjed be battered seâllad push, shove
såhttjed melt on fire (of snow) såʹhtted melt (snow) 

with fire
sårrjed tangle (intr.) soorrâd tangle (tr.)
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tâppjed choke, block up tõppâd block, shut
teâttjed be known tieʹtted know
teäddjed be left under 

something, be squee-
zed

teäʹdded push, press

teäuddjed fill (intr.) teäuʹdded fill (tr.)
tuârrjed be wrinkled (e.g. lea-

ther near fire)
tuõrrâd pleat, make 

folds
tuäjjʼjed break (intr.) tueʹjjed break (tr.)
tåbddjed feel (intr.) tobddâd feel (tr.)
tårmmjed get spoilt tårmmad spoil
vuâttjed be found (of tracks) vueʹtted find and follow 

tracks
vuäinnʼjed be seen, be visible vueiʹnned see
väckkjed be covered under a 

snowdrift
vackkâd accumulate a 

snowdrift
äukkjed be covered under a 

snowdrift
aukkâd accumulate a 

snowdrift

aauktõõvvâd be covered under a 
snowdrift

aukkâd accumulate a 
snowdrift

čuõlmmõõvvâd tangle, become knot-
ted

čuõlmmeed knot

muõkkšõõvvâd suffer mueʹǩǩeed torment, plague
muʹtstõõvvâd change (intr.) muʹtsted change a little 

(tr.)
piâhssšõõvvâd become strained peäʹhssed strain, oppress
rannšõõvvâd be wounded raannâd wound
rottšõõvvâd be pulled roʹttjed pull
vaajtõõvvâd change (intr.) vaajted change (tr.)
vuõǯǯõõvvâd (< 
vuõǯǯšõõvvâd)

be available vuäǯǯad get
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Appendix B: passive -jed verbs in the speech corpus and the supple-
mentary material

passive verb gloss root verb gloss
âccjed be caught up by rising 

tide
ââʹcced rise (of tide)

ânnʼjed wear out (clothes) ââʹnned use
âsttjed be caught up õsttâd catch up
juätkkjed ~ 
juätkkjõõvvâd

continue (intr.) juäʹtǩǩed continue (tr.)

kâkkjed chafe (intr.) kââʹǩǩed chafe (tr.)
kollʼjed be audible, be heard kuullâd hear
kuâddjed be carried; be washed kueʹdded carry
kuâđđjed stay, remain, be left kueʹđđed leave (tr.)
kuâlddjed be covered in snow kuâlddad snow
kåddjed die, fall, get killed kåʹdded kill
käunnʼjed be found, turn up kaunnâd find
ǩeâlddjed be refused ǩieʹldded refuse

ǩeâškkjed tear (intr.), be torn ǩeâškkad tear (tr.)
ǩeâttjed cook (intr.) ǩeʹtted cook (tr.)
ǩeässjed be dragged ǩieʹssed drag
ǩiččjõõvvâd be looked at, be seen 

(impersonal)
ǩiččâd look

läppjed get lost läʹpped lose
morddjed crack (intr.) muʹrdded crack (tr.)
mottjed change (intr.) muʹtted change (tr.), 

alter
muärrjed break (intr.), get broken muårrâd break (tr.)
nuâllʼjed be unwound; become 

frayed
nuõllâd unwind

nårrjed accumulate noorrâd gather
ouddjed be given uʹvdded give
pottjed run out of puuttâd run out
pårggjed be covered by whirling 

snow
porggâd snow heavily

pårrjed be eaten, get eaten poorrâd eat
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päšttjed bake (intr.), cook (intr.) päʹštted roast, bake
rännʼjed be wounded raannâd wound
rätkkjed separate (intr.) räʹtǩǩed separate (tr.)
särnnʼjõõvvâd be said (impersonal) särnnad say
šuätkkjed wash up to the shore šuåtkkâd mix; wash 

clothes
teâuddjed fill (intr.) tieuʹdded fill (tr.)
tåbddjed feel (intr.) tobddâd feel (tr.)
vuâttjed be found, be visible (of 

tracks)
vueʹtted find and follow 

tracks
vuäinnʼjõõvvâd be seen (impersonal) vuäiʹnned see
väckkjed be covered under a 

snowdrift
vackkâd accumulate a 

snowdrift
välddjed be taken väʹldded take

Appendix C: -õõvvâd verbs with specialized meanings in KKS

-õõvvâd verb gloss root verb gloss
jiâllʼlõõvvâd become old and shabby 

(of people); cf. Finnish 
elähtää id.

jieʹlled live

jottlõõvvâd wander, frequenta-
tive-reflexive

jottled wander

juǥstõõvvâd become thirsty juukkâd drink
kaunnšõõvvâd find a way kaunnâd find
koǯǯstõõvvâd need to pee koǯǯâd pee
koškklõõvvâd become thirsty koškkâd dry (intr.)
kuäšktõõvvâd get wet from dripping 

water
kuäškkad drip (intr.)

lokkšõõvvâd be taken into account lookkâd read; count
mââidõõvvâd be late mââided be slow (of 

clock)
porstõõvvâd become hungry poorrâd eat
sõkklõõvvâd get out of breath sõõkkâd pant, gasp
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šõddlõõvvâd happen šõddâd be born; hap-
pen; grow; end 
up; become

tõpplõõvvâd suffocate (intr.), drown 
(intr.)

tõppâd block, shut

tuâimtõõvvâd become dumb tuâimted conduct, deal 
with

vuäʹđstõõvvâd become sleepy vueʹđđed sleep
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